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Chairman Ramblings- By Rick Smiley
What can you say about our
MASTER COOK Dale Green?
Not only did he provide the
clubhouse for Octoberfeast,
he grilled the hamburgers,
hot dogs and brats. They
were great as were all the
side dishes. My favorite
was Jo Houlihan’s Pumpkin
cake!! Attendance was not
as good as last year, but
that did not deter us all
from having fun. As an
added bonus, we finally got
to see Dale’s new 2014
Corvette. Thank you, Dale,
for the great venue. And
thanks to Dallas and Kerri
for procuring the food for
the grill and the drinks.
The October meeting saw
the nomination of Chapter
Officers for 2019. Sort of!
The motion was made by
Kent Michael to retain the
board as is, Bev Smiley
seconded. We will bring
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this up again at the
November meeting in case
anyone has an interest in
becoming an officer.
Election of officers will be
at the January 2019
meeting.
Mike Rowley has a
presentation on the SEMA
Show which should be very
interesting.
Dale Green has reserved
the club house for the
chapter’s Christmas Party.
Dee Coote will be doing the
decorating and I heard
someone is bringing a
Christmas tree!! The date
is Friday, December 14th.
Mark your calendar so you
do not miss it??????
There will be NO attitude
adjustment for November.
October 25th thru the 27th
was the Texas Regional in

Frisco, Texas. In attendance
from our chapter were; Kerri
and Dallas Keller, Sylvia and
Casey Coats, Denise and
Steve Williamson ,Mary and
Dave Gulley, Cindy and John
Hecker, Beverly and Rick
Smiley, Lynn and Dave Ewan,
Gene Holtz and Brad
Hillhouse. It was good to see
so many from our chapter in
attendance.
Bev and I had decided some
time ago that Bev would try
to Top Flight her 2000
Hardtop. Let me say this!
We cleaned for 2 weeks prior
to this event, then we tow
an open trailer. At Ardmore,
Oklahoma it started to
sprinkle, and by the time we
got to Gainesville, Texas it
was a downpour and it
continued to rain hard all the
way into Frisco, Texas and
(Continued on page 3)

In the Beginning ??? - Anonymous
(Reprinted from the July 1977 Air Capital Corvette Club Newsletter)

In the beginning, 1969, I discovered that Chevrolet made
the most fantastic car, the CORVETTE, when I bought a
yellow 1968 Roadster. Yellow is not my favorite color,
so I bought a 1965 beautiful green Roadster, but, I
discovered I needed beautiful green money worse than a
beautiful green car.
Later I bought a blue 1963 Roadster that I always
wanted, and was in the process of restoring it, when,
approximately 2 ½ years ago I went searching for a split
window coupe. After much searching, and many phone
calls, I managed to find our gorgeous 1963 black VETTE
in Tecumseh, Ks. After a lot of debating with the credit
union, we finally agreed on a barely affordable price! It
is factory black with red leather interior carrying a 350
engine, that (though I may brag) does leave scratch in
second gear (especially when “Twinkle” drives).
Editor’s note: I was informed from the anonymous
contributor that Rick Smiley actually wrote this for ACCC
Newsletter some 40 years ago. Although this article is
not so bad, don’t miss the pictures that go with it. So
BEWARE! This might become my way of getting articles
for the NCRS Newsletter. Sometimes archived articles
can be embarrassing!

NCRS Events Calendar

(National & Local)
NCRS web site http://www.ncrs.org
then click on the Events link.

Or click the underline link for registration
then enter your NCRS Forum credentials
then click the event to register

Nov 10
 Dec 8
 Dec 14
2019


Chapter Meeting
Chapter Meeting
Chapter Christmas Party

 Jan 12

Chapter Meeting
 Feb 9
Chapter Meeting
 Feb 20-23 Florida Regional - Lakeland, FL
 Mar 9
Chapter Meeting
 Mar 14-17 Judges Retreat—Grapevine, TX
 Apr 11-13 Queen City Regional—Sharonville, OH
 Apr 13
Chapter Meeting
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Did You Know?

Did You
Know?

Although the body for 1957 was
a carryover from 1956, the 1957
Corvette was a milestone model
due to 2 options, both Corvette
firsts. What are these 2 options?
Check out page 10
for the answer
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Chairman Ramblings- By Rick Smiley (continued)
(continued from page 1)

all night long. Remember me saying we had an open trailer and had cleaned for 2 weeks. As
I unloaded the car in the rain (with Dallas’ help) it sure did not look like it had ever been
cleaned in its entire life. Once Bev passed Ops and we got the car to the judging field, we
finally were able to see how much work we had ahead of us to make the car presentable. I
cannot begin tell you I how proud I was of Bev as she really went to work on the car to make
it look gorgeous! As I was working on the engine compartment, she was cleaning the interior
and wheels. Her hard work paid off as the only hard hit that her car took was because of my
stupidity. I should know better than to assume that an item would judge the same every
time. I should have gone with my gut instinct when it came to removing our chrome exhaust
tips. I learned again to NEVER assume anything. Even with my stupidly Bev garnered a TOP
FLIGHT!
Now the question begs to be asked. Do we try to do a “Performance Verification” at the
Queen City Regional in April 2019?
I would like to close with these words of wisdom,
“NEVER ASSUME ANYTHING”
“The Chairman”
My First Time on the Other Side of Judging—Bev Smiley
My first time to have a car judged by NCRS was not what I expected. My attitude going in to this
was “it is what it is”. My car is a low mileage original except for the engine, and some minor
“enhancements”, like floor mats, valve stem caps, chrome exhaust tips and license brackets. We
changed everything back to original except the chrome exhaust tips. We figured they would be
scratched in the process of getting them off, and it would be a minor deduction if we left the
chrome exhaust tips on. The exhaust is stock and these just slipped over the small oval shaped
tail pipes. We thought it would just be a configuration points deduction of less than 10 points.
While sitting behind the car and listening to the Chassis Judge discussing the chrome tips and
saying they would probably be a total deduction of 30-40 points, my you know what puckered. A
lot of discussion followed with the Team Leader who was sitting behind me. I had to get backup.
So I found Rick. I wanted him to hear the review. Do you think he was happy? Little did we
know things had changed? Personal Enhancements of C-5’s are being looked at and judged
harder. WHY? There is a lot of speculation about C-5’s breezing through the Judging process. If
you think about it, it is easier to get the right parts if needed. So C-5’s are getting Top Flights
and Hill Awards a lot sooner than earlier models ever have. Such is life. We took the big hit on
Chassis. The rest of the car, even Mechanical with a replacement engine with correct engine
dates, didn’t kill our points. We Top-Flighted.
Overall, I learned a lot about the car going through Ops and how to clean and polish. I also
learned a neat way to display items from the glove box and documentation. Thanks for those tips
Glorie. We want to thank the Judges for the nice things they said to us about our 2000 Hardtop.
I was really glad to have so many experienced Judges looking at my car. It was a little more
intense and nerve-wracking than I thought it would be. But, at least now I can check that off my
Bucket List.
Bev Smiley
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My First Time on the Other Side of Judging—Bev Smiley
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Pictures from Texas Regional—Rick Smiley & Kerri Keller
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Pictures from Texas Regional—Rick Smiley & Kerri Keller (continued)
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Pictures from Texas Regional—Rick Smiley & Kerri Keller (continued)
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Don’t Change an Original Car to Match a Judging Guide - Nov 2018 Edition, Dave Houlihan
Recent interesting Technical Discussion Board thread re 1968 Front Disc Splash Shields. In
process of restoring his 1968, member cleaned front disc splash shields (aka front spindle dust
shields or brake backing plate) and found his part numbers did NOT match current (5th edition August 2017) Judging Guide.
Owner found part number 3898011LH (and 3898012RH) while the current 1968-1969 Judging
Guide clearly illustrates a 3953423 L part number. His internet search produced no information,
and his Tech Board question was basically “… what year are these for?”
Turns out 1968 shields are one year only - designed to accommodate 1965-1968 spindle and
1968-1982 half inch steering arm bolts. No other Corvette used that combination. (Reference
Joe Lucia comments in TB thread 121817, “Front Spindle Dust Shield …”, 13 Oct 18.” This 1968
unique information was known, it was just missed during all prior JG pre-publishing reviews.
So, member’s dust shields are good, and thread responders indicate next edition’s JG will
include 1968 specific information. Lesson: Don’t just start modifying what may be an original car
to match a Judging Guide - do your homework first.
Next item for confusion: Dust shield finish. One respondent noted his 4th (fourth) Edition
JG indicated finish was unpolished zinc, he stated finish should be white/silver cadmium.
Current 5th edition states front backing plates are dull cadmium or zinc-plated. Again Joe
Lucia’s opinion noted, “… no one can discern cadmium from zinc plating without doing a chemical
analysis.”
Responses in this thread also stated 1969 thru 1982 used same part numbers - GM #3953423
and 3953424.
Problem: these shields are NOT identical. My 1980-1982 Judging Guide states shields are
“gold chromate coated”. 1968-1969 Dull cadmium/zinc is not gold chromate. 1970-1972 (2016)
Judging Guide pages covering shields and chassis finishes is identical to the later 1968-1969
(2017) Judging Guide, so dull cadmium/zinc also.
1973-1974 Judging Guide states’ “.. original cars show the brake backing plates are cadmium
dichromate with a dull silver finish. However, the Chevrolet prints have specifications calling for
dichromate dip over zinc plating which would be a gold color.”
My speculation is we are looking at transition in plating requirements reflecting changing EPA
requirements. Looks like that transition was mid 1970’s. Again, don’t change what you think
may be an original car just because it does not match a Judging Guide - do your research and ask
questions first.
Dave
(continue on page 9)
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Don’t Change an Original Car to Match a Judging Guide - Dave Houlihan (continued from page 8)

1968-69 Judging Guide Backing Plates

1968 Only Brake Backing Plate

Arizona Judging Meet—Mike Rowley
I attended the Arizona NCRS judging meet at Barrett Jackson on Saturday 10/20/18. The group
judged six cars: 1–C1, 3-C2, 2-C3. I hooked up with Gary Eastwood and OJ’d on the Chassis for a
C-3, C-2, C-1. I had a great time, and learned a lot. There is a member out here named Gary
Bennett who is apparently in the restoration business. He did the frame on the 1966 C-2 that we
judged and ended up with only 8 points deducted on the chassis. It was really a nice job! I did
not stay for the final judging results, but I am sure they will be published shortly.

(Continued on page 10)
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Arizona Judging Meet—Mike Rowley (continued) Swap ‘N Shop
Please send Kerri (ddkeller@cox.net) your
FOR SALE and WANTED items so that I can
list them in the newsletter. Many National
NCRS members read this newsletter beside
Midway USA members.
Thanks! Kerri
FOR SALE:
1968 Only Wheels (2) K18 5 13 AG—$300 pair,
(4) K17 12 20 AG—$650 set, and (4) AG stamp
only—$600 set.
Call Dallas Keller (316) 200-4125
——————————————————————————–————————————————
——

WANTED:
Your unwanted Restorer Magazines.
Call Dallas Keller (316) 200-4125

Did You Know Answer (from page 2):
Although the body for 1957 was a carryover
from 1956, the 1957 Corvette was a
milestone model due to its optional fuel
injection and optional 4-speed manual
transmission, both Corvette firsts. There was
a total of 1040 fuel injection engines (283 ci
with varying horsepower) and 664 4-speed
manual transmissions.

Bowtie Breast Cancer awareness pins.
$5.00 each.
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In the Beginning ??? - Anonymous (continued from page 2)
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Meeting Minutes - Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Minutes Prepared By Jim Coote

The October 2018 monthly meeting was held on the 13th, and called to order at 10:30 A.M. by our
chapter Chairman, Rick Smiley. We were supposed to start at 10:00 A.M. but our Chairman was
waiting for late comers to show up which is not unusual for a meeting like a picnic. After 30
minutes we figured that 12 were all that we were going to get. And 12 was all that apparently
wanted to socialize!
Old Business:
Rick started off the meeting by thanking Dale Green for securing and preparing his HOA’s very
nicely furnished and comfortable club house again this year for our Octoberfeast. Dale has a
lot of sway in his HOA probably because of all the work he volunteers to do around the
grounds, including the club house. Our club is not the only organization who benefits from his
services!
Rick mentioned how disappointed he was in low attendance for this event, but after recognizing
later how much fun and interaction everyone had he said he felt it was a success. If he took a
survey I believe he would have had 11 other people agree with him. The men at our table, we
divided up according to recognizable gender, kept him from talking too much. Kinda like Bev
does at our other meetings!
Our Treasurer, Dallas Keller, was asked to update us on the club’s finances, and he didn’t
hesitate. He said that after purchasing some supplies and paid bills, the same kinda dance
that the money manager in your home does, we have $2,089.10 in checking, and of course
that $100 that is lying around in savings. He clarified that one of his deposits was the $45.00
check that Dave Dennis gave him a few months ago when we all thought his car was ready to
judge. Well, it’s been judged and Dallas deposited the check. Dallas runs his treasurer job
like “Pay-Pal” does. Your payment is not deducted from your account until the item ships.
What a concept! Dallas also stated that The American Cancer Society has finally cashed our
$900 check from the car show so he can now send the proper credentials to NCRS for their
matching contribution, usually 50% of the club’s donation. Rick piped up that we need to
purchase more ribbons for Judging Events as we just presented two Top-Flights last month and
the Judging Co-Chairs are out again.
Rick asked Dale if he had reserved the Club House for the Christmas party
again and if so, on
what date. At last meeting, December dates considered wereththe 7 th, 14th and the 15th.
After Dale checked with other clubs he concluded that the 14 , a Friday, would be the best so
as to not conflict with the other clubs. So Friday the 14th has been arranged for our club to
again gather at Dales’ club house. Thanks Dale. Our usual business meeting at Davis-Moore
Chevrolet will still be on the second Saturday of the month, December the 8 th. Be there!
New Business:
The Secretary asked Rick if he could have a few minutes to speak to the group about an article he
recently read that might be of interest to the members. The problem is, there weren’t very
many members at the meeting. Wonder if that’s why we only had 12; Rick warned all but 8 of
them! Anyway, I was drafted by the group to look into “Track Night in America” sponsored by
the SCCA which headquarters in Topeka, KS. This is why people don’t speak up in our meetings; they are afraid they will be drafted! This could be an activity the club might want to
participate in as it will enable us to spend some track time at the road track in Topeka in
whatever set of wheels you bring. You can investigate this yourself by going on
www.tracknightinamerica.com. Click on “Events” and you will see participating tracks near
you. Obviously, Topeka is the closest, but on your next vacation you might want to try one of
the others. Speaking of tracks, if you want to learn about driving your car on a legitimate
track, ask Dale about his ventures in Oklahoma at the Hallett race track. Every time his Vette
needs tires and/or brakes, he goes down there
(continue on page 13)
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Meeting Minutes - Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Minutes Prepared By Jim Coote

(continued from page 12)

and finishes them off before buying the new accessories! He gets real excited, so make sure
you have the time for his expose.
Joe Elliott had no corrections in the minutes. That’s the difference between Jo Houlihan’s
minutes and mine I guess. By the way Jo, thanks for doing such a terrific job on them. Rumor
has it that you will be nominated to run for Secretary this month. I for one will most
assuredly vote for you.
Rick mentioned that in a thank-you message from Dave Dennis for the club judging his Vette last
month, he also mentioned that he was looking for volunteers to drive in the Veteran’s parade
next month. Dale voiced his approval of the event by indicating how much he has enjoyed it
when he has participated. They are looking for convertibles to escort those that have the job
of waving at the crowd. If interested, please contact Dave or Dale. Both have phones listed
in the club’s roster.
Brad Hillhouse, encouraged from his Top Flight in the club’s September JudgingthMeet, is going
to
take his ‘81Corvette to Frisco, TX for the Regional held there on October 25 thru the 27th.
We all wish him well and have confidence that he will Top Flight again.
Dave Houlihan, our Judging Co-Chairperson, who had mysteriously remained quiet up until this
point, even when asked if he wanted to say something about being at Carlisle, briefly spoke
about why Brad should not touch his car in the way of changing anything in order to go for a
“Bow Tie” for his next adventure. Dave is confident that Brad’s car is a good candidate for
such an award. Mine on the other hand, not so much!
Rick mentioned that both Mike Rowley and Dave Dennis want to address the group on different
topics in a future meeting. Mike, on what the SEMA show is all about and what he observed
this year when he attended in Las Vegas. Dave would like to tell us about what he noticed in
the different Judging Events, Bloomington and our NCRS club’s event. Would a better comparison be a Bloomington vs. a Regional event? I wonder! We’ll be looking forward to both of
their addresses.
When Rick mentioned that even though we had a small representation from the club, it was time
to give thought to nominations for the officers for next year. In the process of making a motion that we should keep those in office for another year, Bev Smiley, who generally keeps
quiet during the meeting until she thinks that it should come to a close, was interrupted by
one of those officers trying to nominate a Ms. Jo Houlihan for Secretary since she had done
such a spectacular job on the September minutes. Somehow that request was shot down, I
guess by Bev just plowing through her motion and Kent hurriedly seconded it. Motion was
carried by the majority. So be it for another year!
Rick brought up conflicts with our Attitude Adjustment Hour which is normally the fourth
Thursday of the month. In October, the Regional in Frisco will take six of those who generally
attend while Thanksgiving and Christmas will conflict with most of our schedules. So, by
popular demand, at least from the 12 who were at the Octoberfeast, we decided to try again
in January. Maybe by then we will certainly need another AAH. See “ALL” of you at Side
Pockets in January.
And with that edict, we were adjourned at 11:05 A.M. to enjoy all the food---- the burgers and
brats cooked to perfection by Dale and all the side dishes brought by the other 11 attendees.
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2018 - Midway USA Calendar of Events - 2019

2018
Nov 10

Monthly Meeting

Dec 8

Monthly Meeting

Dec 14

Christmas Party (Dale Green’s HOA Clubhouse)

2018-19
Chapter

There will be no Attitude Adjustment Night in November or December.

2019

Event
Schedule

Jan 12

Monthly Meeting

Feb 9

Monthly Meeting

Feb 20-23

Florida Regional in Lakeland, Florida

Mar 9

Monthly Meeting

Mar 14-17

Judges Retreat, Grapevine, Texas

Apr 11-13

Queen City Regional in Sharonville, Ohio

Apr 13

Monthly Meeting & Judging Event (?)

May 11

Monthly Meeting

May 16-18

New England Regional in Boston, Massachusetts

Jun 1

Midway USA Chapter Car Show

Jun 8

Monthly Meeting (?) Need to discuss at November Meeting

Jul 14-19

National Convention in Greenville, South Carolina

Jul 13

Monthly Meeting (?) Need to discuss at November Meeting

Aug 10

Monthly Meeting

Sep 14

Monthly Meeting & Judging Event (?)

Sep 19-21

Northern California Regional in Lake Tahoe, California

Oct 12

Monthly Meeting

Oct 24-26

Texas Regional in Frisco, Texas

Nov 9

Monthly Meeting
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Date ___________

NCRS Member # _______

National Corvette Restorers Society

Midway USA Chapter of NCRS
http://www.midwayusancrs.org

Membership Application
Member ______________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________

City: _______________________________

State ___________ Zip: __________ - ______ Email: _________________________________
Home Phone ________________ Mobile _______________
List of Corvettes:
Year

Color

Style

Additional Comments for Corvette

_____

_______________

_______

_________________________________________

_____

_______________

_______

_________________________________________

Restoration Experience (if any) _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Midway USA Chapter of NCRS in Wichita, KS
promotes the enjoyment, preservation and restoration of Chevrolet Corvettes.
We meet the 2nd Saturday of each month, 9:00 a.m. at Davis-Moore Chevrolet 8200 West Kellogg.
The National Corvette Restorers Society is a non-profit hobby group of thousands of families dedicated
to the restoration, preservation, history and enjoyment of Corvettes. Membership in the National
Organization is required in order to join local chapters. Below is the website for the National Organization.
The NCRS has organized Local Chapters around the world. Local Chapters provide the opportunity to
meet NCRS Members in your region who share your love of Corvettes and the restoration and enjoyment
of these fantastic cars. Chapters hold local events such as Judging Meets, Judging Schools, Road Tours
and occasional social events.
If you wish to get the total NCRS experience you need to belong to one or more Local Chapters. The
NCRS membership is made up of people who join for the cars and continue for the wonderful friends they
have made. The easiest way to be part of that experience is through membership in Local Chapters.
Chapter Membership Dues:
Midway USA Chapter of NCRS ($20.00) __ Check # ____
Cash ______
Nat’l NCRS Membership is Required. Register by Internet http://www.ncrs.org/services/membership
Nat’l NCRS Membership is $45.00
Register by Phone (513) 760-6277
Mail this application and check written to Midway USA Chapter NCRS:
Dale Green - Midway USA Membership Admin
2105 N. Glen Wood Ct.
Wichita, KS 67230-1771
(316) 636-2410
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